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Son of 1925 Win (Continued From Page 3)

able to touch the 1935 defense only in very few places, and Tom Price's last season.

In the first crew race, 1926 took the jump on the starting line at half length, at the start of the race. Davidsohn had a big start and kept his advantage throughout the entire run. Foster and Howard, the second and third men, followed the lead gained by Davidsmon, thus having a big advantage over the frosh runners. The frosh runners were inexperienced and that all such weather conditions as were experienced and the short practice times made are quite slow but with help where the lighter boat was concerned. The first strokes, gradually opening the lead of the first year runners until at the first jump. The '26 pack got the advantage obtained by their team. Foster and Howlett, the second and third frosh men, maintained their advantage right up to the finish where the advantage was cut off the time. The freshman leader. The time of the frosh runner, Rodgers, was 11 min. 12 sec., the second and third frosh runners were 10.49 and 10.60 respectively.

Engineers Boot

Two Goals Thru Chinese Eleven
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